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Irane Man
Homayoun Shajarian is one of the most famous and best Persian classical singers of 
his generation and a superb instrumentalist. He is is just as in his element with clas-
sical Iranian music as he is with pop or rock music. Irane man concert offers a mix of 
Persian classical and Western music, arranged and composed by the brothers Sohrab 
and Tahmores Pournazeri who are also in the band. Homayoun performed alongside 
his father Mohammad-Reza Shajarian for a long time in various groups and formats as 
a singer and tombak player before his own career took off. Sohrab Pournazeri is a vir-
tuoso tanbur and kamanche player. His mastery of instrumental technique and classic 
Iranian musical language has resulted in collaborations with artists from around the 
world – in particular from China and the United States. In 2014, the two musicians re-
leased the album Heavy Makeup, which received immediate critical praise. Backed up 
by a group of outstanding musicians, Shajarian and Pournazeri will be combining their 
respective talents to offer a thrilling line-up of traditional songs. Irane man Album was 
released at 2018 as one of the best sellers in Iranian music. After outsold houses 
during the Europe Tour 2019, it's time again for a new Europe tour of the superstar 
with his 15 man band and virtues brothers Tahmoures and Sohrab Pournazeri with 
his side.

Essential facts:
Touring period: October 2020
Venue type: Concert hall, sitting audience
Duration of the concert:  110 min , one set and no intermission
On stage: 13 musicians 
Traveling party: 16 people ( 13 musicians, 2 sound engineers + tour manager)
Back-line: Se attached Technical rider
Soundcheck: 4 hours before the concert begins. This  is not included the time for stage pre-
parations, The stage should be 100% set before sound  check.
Light and sound technicians : 3 persons needed, one light one monitor and One FOH ( own ) 
Stage hands: Needed
Average ticket price: Maximum 65 €
Not included in the fee: international flights, local transports, hotels, per-diems, hospitality 
Per-diems: 35 € /day and person
Hotel: 3 suits, one superior, 2 single and 5 Twins
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